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okay so, here's the setup, a game that has an insanely high update that removes and puts in different features, an update that is completely and completely broken since it went into fullscreen mode like... forever, big time. the new update is over 800mb and includes the audio packet, meaning that the game is fully
playing music now, at a different audio track, and a different song, which is cool. other than the title screen, which is all the same, there's no more intro movie, and now the intro movie is about four hours long, probably because of the new update since i removed the intro trailer from installation, i didn't watch it

anyway. you could of course always watch the intro movie again on youtube as it's... maybe decent quality, the actual game, i don't know much about games in general, hence why i bought the game here on cheaper than at amazon which means that i would not have gotten the full price, plus, i like that it doesn't
have any cloud saves, it's... played on my hard drive, because i'm kind of lazy. you can download the game if you want it, i don't really think it's any good but it's your call. you might just want to take the full price because you can't buy it cheaper than what i paid for it. this game is all about how you love people, and
that you're not worthy of love, you're a game about knowing how you disappoint people, and how that's something that's natural. there's a lot of philosophy and stuff like that, but you can skip it if you want to get the game, i don't see why that part should ruin the experience. listen to what people say to you to find
out what's right for you, go through life knowing the mistakes you've made and how many you need to go through to figure out what's right and what is wrong for you, here you are doing that and getting disappointed when you think that you've found out that all you do is disappoint people, but you have to learn to

live with that, here you are saying that you're not worthy of love because you can't do anything right, and that's not really true, you can be a little bit selfish here and there and not do the things that you should do, but
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